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Abstract 
 
 

Education has shaped the history of our ethnicity. Culture has played a vital role in paving the way of future 
leaders. Education since 1969 created the stability that has worked to create and maintain the curriculum 
within our culture. We as Americans, must value the ideas that had brought solution. As educators, our goals 
have been to create an extremely effective education system that is ethical, good and fair to our students 
learning experience with the development led to open door education to educate many diverse backgrounds 
to the workforce. 
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The importance of benefiting with a top notch education depends on the value of presentation of the lesson 
offered. A good instructor will develop his/her curriculum on the basis of the academic performance of his/her 
students. A good instructor knows how to manipulate speech to develop a positive communication to his/her 
students. A lack of communication will result from an inactive audience. An educational climate is the key to 
determining the learning progress in a class. 

 

The curriculum in a classroom should have modern technology. Imagine gathering the attention from every 
student. A student’s progress is mediated with how an instructor verbally communicates through action. The usage of 
modern technology in the classroom will improve a student’s academic performance. Replace the pen and pad with a 
lap tap to understand how to improve comprehension in the classroom. No longer shall an instructor teach on a 
monitor; but, to use the internet, PowerPoint, word, excel explanation from a key pad and observe the student's 
progress. 

 

Library technology is an intricate method every student needs to conduct research. Viable research is 
conducted on the web. With the proper training to write an academic paper, a student can research accredited 
magazines, news articles, journal articles, books, and references, citations that are accurate and current. With the right 
technology, an instructor can apply track changes to correct a student paper. An instructor can run any student's paper 
through library resources to verify how plagiarized a student's paper is. Academic research can be used in subjects like 
business, science, and literature, extra. Once the students learn how to manipulate words, communication will 
improve his/her writing performance. 

 

This is the "media age" generation through the advancement of computer technology. Test can be taken on 
smart phones. I pads can be used to download eBooks. Note books can be used to take class notes. The instructor 
can use the internet to project a movie or presentation. Modern technology can be used towards an instructor's 
advantage as a tool to communicate a "learning experience." This is the "digital age." We must use it to our advantage. 
We are the environment that surrounds us. Progress is what mediates our learning climate. If we take advantage of 
progress, students will adapt to learn the skills necessary to transcend in the next learning generations to come.  
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By using technology, we are dictating our future performance to outsource other nations. It all started with a 
simple "idea" and it is with that idea that made a difference by touching a life. 

 

In taking the challenge to educate other nations, we must first devise a system that works for other nations. 
The procession of man emerges from what he learns from others in how we perceive the world and not just 
ourselves. Japan could not bear being left unmeasured. Japan could learn from America through specialized training to 
build an economy on casinos. We must ignore all the confusion of the past by providing an opportunity that can be 
temperate of change in the ideology of principals.   

 

Japan would open their casinos in 2020. Japan will build a casino in the biggest cities of Osaka, Singapore and 
Tokyo. The Olympic Games will be the "open window" to opportunity for Japan that will boost their economy. 
Normally, Japan has the 3rd largest economy in horse and boat racing. Building a casino in Japan will expand global 
gaming and increase their economic growth by creating over 15,000 jobs, collecting tax revenue, and maximizing 
tourism. The public will benefit from luxury hotels, entertainment venues, and shopping to supplement gaming 
revenue. It would make the 2nd largest gaming market in the world. Big names like Galaxy Entertainment, Union 
Gaming Group, the Las Vegas Sands and Steve Wynn corporation will profit from every $100,00 Japan to $78,208 
US. Japan investments will wipe out casinos in Macau. 

 

The main reasons that Japan has in promoting the casino bill to pass in June 2015, is because of the of their 
moral buhdist faith, upper parliament chair, the transportation committee and the cost of other bills. The buhdist faith 
is a traditional faith that runs by government. They believe in "manifest destiny." We are a victim of our own fate. 
What we do and how we act determines what will become of us. Maybe with their faith, they are afraid of the 
addiction associated with problem gambling will destroy them. Parliament fears that crime will increase or high rollers 
will profit from money laundering. Most transportation is owned by private entities. Japan's biggest transit is 
commutes by train to the East directed to Singapore. It is very expensive to travel. Japan is afraid that too much 
business through private sectors will break their transit system. Normally there is a ban on casinos in Japan. Upper 
parliament chair, Kometo is opposed to having casinos because of his concern that it might ruin public safety. Others 
oppose gaming because it promotes money laundry, gambling addiction and organized crime. 

 

Whether Japan will have casinos depends on passing a casino bill in June 2015. The process to legalize 
gambling will be voted on, and bids to build the casino must be processed before building it. Building casinos in Japan 
is a "sign of opportunity. The bill to legalize gambling has a 90% chance of passing. Re: Legalizing Gambling in Japan 
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Conclusion: An idea can make a difference in how we impress our ideas on others. Education is a template of 
ideology. Education is the most important concept in defining where we stand as a society. Building an effective 
education in Japan is a shadow in the doorway. It is a place where wondering will not wait. We no longer come from a 
silent generation for hope can be the bridge to change a relationship amongst two cultures. By ignoring ideology ideas 
we will disappear in the world that is serious and desolate. Knowledge is power. We must use knowledge to bridge the 
gap of hope. We all have a voice that needs to be heard. The only problem in this world is having others listen to what 
is being said. 
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